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Abstract— Wireless communication technologies keep on 

experiencing quick headway. Lately, there has been a precarious 

development in research in the region of wireless sensor networks 

(WSNs). Sensor network protocols (SNP) have a one of a kind 

self-sorting out ability. This paper gives the foundation of WSN. 

In the starting of the paper gives brief description about WSN 

then define WSN design features and research challenges. Also, 

energy efficient routing (EER) and protocols have defined with 

EC approaches. Finally, it concluded followed by literature 
survey. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

A WSN is a wireless network (WN) including spatially 

coursed self-decision devices that usage sensors to screen 

physical or characteristic conditions. These independent 

gadgets, or center points, unite with switches and an entryway 

to make a normal WSN system. Figure 1 shows a run of the 

typical WSN [1]. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Wireless Sensor Network  

    

SNPs have a unique self-organizing capability. Another 

fascinating component of WSNs is that the sensor nodes (SN) 

collaborate with one another. SN has an in-manufactured 

processor, utilizing which crude information is prepared 

before transmission. These highlights encourage wide scope of 
utilizations of WSNs going from biomedical, ecological, 

military, occasion discovery and vehicular telematics [2]. 
 

II. MAIN FEATURES IN WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS DESIGN 

The goal features of WSNs, as could be concluded by the 

general depiction given in the past segments, are: adaptability 

as for the quantity of hubs in the system, self-association, self-

recuperating, and energy efficiency (EE), an adequate level of 

network among hubs, low-intricacy, ease and size of hubs. 

Those convention structures and specialized arrangements 

giving such highlights can be considered as a potential system 

for the production of these systems, be that as it may, sadly, 

the meaning of such a convention design and specialized 

arrangement isn't straightforward, and the examination still 

needs to deal with it. 

   

   The massive research on WSNs began after the year 2000. 

In any case, it exploited the result of the exploration on WN 

performed since the second 50% of the earlier century. 
Specifically, the investigation of ad hoc networks (AHN) 

pulled in a great deal of consideration for a very long while, 

and a few analysts endeavored to report their aptitudes gained 

in the field of AHN, to the investigation of WSNs. 

     

      As indicated by some common description, wireless ad 

hoc networks (WAHN) are framed powerfully by an 

independent arrangement of hubs associated by means of 

wireless connections without utilizing an existing network 

infrastructure or centralized administration. Nodes are 

associated through "specially appointed" topologies, set up 

and cleared by client needs and brief conditions. Obviously, 
this definition can incorporate WSNs. Be that as it may, this 

isn't valid. This is the rundown of fundamental highlights for 

WAHN: impromptu and exceptionally dynamical; hubs are 

"brilliant" terminals (PCs, and so on.); run of the mill 

applications incorporate realtime or non-realtime information, 

media, voice; each hub can be either source or goal of data; 

each hub can be a router toward other nodes; energy is not the 

most relevant matter; capacity is the most relevant matter. 

Aside from the absolute 1st thing, which is basic to WSNs, in 

every other case there is a reasonable qualification among 

WSNs and WAHN. In WSNs, hubs are basic and low-
multifaceted nature gadgets; the ordinary applications require 

couple of bytes sent occasionally or upon solicitation or as per 

some outer occasion; each hub can be either source or goal of 

data, not both; a few hubs don't assume the job of switches; 

EE is a pertinent issue, while limit isn't for generally 

applications. Subsequently, WSNs are not a unique instance of 

WAHN. In this manner, a ton of consideration must be 

utilized while considering conventions and calculations which 

are useful for AHN, and utilizing them with regards to 

WSNs.[3] 

 

III. RESEARCH CHALLENGES 

There are main researches difficulties [4] that are describe 

below: 

 Power: Power is always been a challenge for WSNs 

designs. One of the approaches to drag out the system 

lifetime is to structure the EE calculations and 

equipment that utilizes power wisely.  

 Hardware Cost: One of the most important 

challenges is to deliver minimal effort and little SNs. 

Current SNs are primarily models concerning these 

targets. Minimal effort of SNs can be accomplished 

by later and future advancement in the fields of 
MEMS. 

 Security: Security is one of the significant 

difficulties in WSNs. A large portion of the attacks 
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that are performed on WSN are addition of false data 

by traded off hubs inside the systems. Advancement 

of security plans for WSN likewise faces moves 
identified with compelled condition. 4. Framework 

Architecture: Researches in the field of WSN is 

going on around the globe yet at the same time there 

is no brought together framework and system 

engineering, on the highest point of that different 

application can be built.  

 Real World Protocols: protocols need to be 

developed for real world problems considering the 

theoretical concepts and synthesizing novel solutions 

into a complete framework wide protocol for genuine 

application. 

 Analytical and Practical Results: Till date not 
many systematic outcomes exists for WSNs. All new 

applications only get confidence when it is tested & 

analyzed practically and results are compared with 

existing schemes. 

 Low Power Consumption (LPC): The most 

important goal to be achieved during the designing of 

a sensor network is the reduction of power 

consumption in the network. The batteries which are 

present in the sensor nodes are impossible to be 

replaced and this is the reason that their lifetime 

needs to be increased by reducing their power 
consumption.  

 Energy Consumption (EC): SNs that square 

measure sent to play out a particular use of wireless 

gadget system ought to expend vitality at a similar 

rate. In the event that the vitality utilization rate 

fluctuates, at that point anyone of hub exhausts their 

player at brisk rate which unequivocal hub winds up 

futile and system can dead.  

 QoS Support: With  respect  to  the  delivery  

latency  and  packet  loss,  various  applications  have  

varying  QoS  requirements  in  the networks. For 
example, the fire monitoring applications are delay 

sensitive and hence, timely data delivery is required. 

[5] 
 

IV. ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN WSN 

EC has turned out to be one of the most important challenges 

of utilizing WSNs. To defeat this test, from most recent couple 

of years there have been expanding endeavors to limit EC 

utilizing new calculations and methods on various layers of 

the WSN, including the equipment layer (i.e., detecting, 

processing, transmission), network layer (i.e., protocols, 

routing) and application layer. Energy-constrained sensors are 

relied upon to run self-sufficiently for extensive stretches. In 

any case, it might be cost restrictive to supplant depleted 

batteries or even incomprehensible in unfriendly situations.  

 
In WSNs, having battery fueled sensors are composed to 

assemble data about a detected variable and impart the data to 

a base station/sink, in numerous applications; substitution of 

battery in the sensor is troublesome or even impractical. Thus, 

the design of protocols in such network must be energy 

efficient. Different specialists proposed various leveled EE 

steering/combination calculations, for example, LEACH (Low 

Energy Clustering Hierarchy), HEED and so on. In such 

calculations, a gathering of remote SNs shaping a bunch has 

an agent head called CH. Intermittently the CH is turned 

among the individuals from the group. The CHs basically take 

an interest in the information combination and routing the 
sensed packets to the base station/sink. In many intriguing 

applications, the sensors are geologically conveyed with 

certain separation between them. In most existing EE 

calculations, separate between sensors isn't considered for 

choosing the CH. [6] 
 

V. ENERGY CONSERVATION APPROACHES 

Before discussing the high-level (HL) categorization of EC 
recommendations, it merits showing the system and hub level 

trade. On the opposite side, FIG. 2 demonstrates the 

architecture of a normal remote SN, as generally expected in 

the writing. It comprises of four most important parts: (I) a 

detecting subsystem including at least one sensors (with 

related analog-to-digital converters) for information obtaining; 

(ii) a handling subsystem including a smaller scale controller 

and memory for neighborhood data acquisition; (iii) a radio 

subsystem for wireless data communication; and (iv) a power 

supply unit. Contingent upon the particular application, SNs 

may likewise incorporate extra segments, for example, an area 

discovering framework to decide their position, a mobilize to 
change their location or configuration (e.g., antenna’s 

orientation), and so on. However, as it may, as the last 

segments are discretionary, and just sporadically utilized, we 

won't consider in the accompanying dialog. Sensors ADC 

Radio Memory MCU Battery DC-DC Power Generator 

Mobilizer Location Finding System Power Supply Subsystem 

Sensing Subsystem Processing Subsystem Communication 

Subsystem 

 

 
Fig. 2: Architecture of a typical wireless sensor node. 

 
Clearly, the power breakdown vigorously relies upon the 

particular hub. In it is demonstrated that the power qualities of 

a Mote-class hub are totally not the same as those of a Stargate 

hub. In any case, the accompanying comments by and large 

hold. 

 The communication subsystem (CS) has a lot higher 

EC than the calculation subsystem. It has been 

demonstrated that transmitting one piece may devour 

as much as executing little of thousands guidance. In 

this manner, correspondence ought to be exchanged 

for calculation. 

 The radio EC is of a similar request in the gathering, 

transmission, and inert states, while the PC drops of 

no less than one request of size in the sleep state. 

Therefore, the radio should be put to sleep (or turned 

off) whenever possible.  

 Depending on the particular application, the detecting 

subsystem may be another noteworthy wellspring of 

EC, so its power consumption (PC) must be 

decreased also. 

 

Based on the above engineering and power breakdown, a few 
methodologies must be abused, even at the same time, to 

lessen PC in WSN. At an exceptionally broad dimension, we 

distinguish 3rd fundamental empowering systems, to be 

specific, obligation cycling, information driven 

methodologies, and mobility.[7] 
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VI. ROUTING PROTOCOLS IN WSN 

RPs [8] could be extensively arranged in to three 

classifications 

1. Proactive or Table driven Routing Protocol (RP): 

Proactive routing protocols (PRP) ceaselessly becomes 

familiar with the topology of the system and trade data 

among the network. The routing data is accessible in 

steering table, consequently when there is a need to a 

goal the course data is accessible right away. Proactive 

routing keeps up course to each other hub in the 

network without considering of whether every one of 
the courses are really utilized or not, yet most brief way 

can be find immediately. It is useful for high traffic 

organize. Instances of PRP are OLSR, DSDV and so 

forth. 

 

2. Reactive or On demand Routing Protocol: The 

reactive routing protocol (RRP) discover course among 

source and goal at whatever point that course is 

required. While in proactive protocols we are keeping 

up every one of the courses without in regards to its 

condition of utilization. Cost of discovering courses is 
costly since flooding is engaged with the system. It is 

useful for low/medium traffic arrange. Instances of 

RRP are AODV, DSR and so forth. 

 

3. Hybrid Routing Protocol (HRP): In above converse 

strategies have a few upsides and downsides. HRP is a 

blend of proactive and RRP. It incorporates the benefits 

of the two protocols. These kinds of conventions can 

join the office of different protocols without bargaining 

with its own preferences. Instances of PRPs are ZRP, 

TORA and so on. 

 
In the field of WSN for expanding the system lifetime by 

lessening energy ease of use in the system steering situation, 

they have explores and played out the exploration to find 

reason behind energy depletion and how can mitigate from it. 

 

VII. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

Raghunandan.G.H et al [2017] For enhancing the lifetime of 

the WSN a new algorithm using mobility and energy 

proficient clustering technique is used. Behind every round 

there is choice of CH. The selection of CH is such that there 
should be balanced amount of the EC in WSN, as the metrics 

considered are residual energy and distance of SNs from the 

gateway nodes (GN). GNs and base station are considered to 

be fixed. This consideration is only to simplify the system. 

The overall system helps in reducing the EC of each node and 

has greater lifetime [9]. 
 

Hassan Oudani  et al [2017] In this paper, the center is 

fundamentally rolled over the study of the EE utilizing 

hierarchical cluster-based methodology to be specific LEACH 

(Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy Protocol), in 

order to propose a new method to maximize more the life time 
of network sensor. Our technique is to moderate EC when 

transmitting information to the Base Station (BS). We 

assessed the execution of the LEACH protocol with our 

proposed technique simulated; the aftereffects of our strategy 

are shown by the reproduction results utilizing Matlab 

Simulink [10]. 

 

Vinesh Kumari, Hakam Singh and Pratibha Sharma [2017] 

This paper represents EE routing protocols in WSN. In WSN 

hub require much power or energy for the transmission of 

information instead of detecting and catching, so the Reliable 

directing of detected information from the SN to its BS is the 

most significant task. In WSN node has limited power and 

memory so the main concern of this research is to save power 
and to increase the life of SN. The point of research in this 

paper is to cover the HRP to make improvement in lifetime of 

LEACH convention and MODLEACH convention that 

depends on current protocol theories and overcome the 

limitation of these theories. The simulation outcome 

demonstrates the correlation of upgraded conventions with 

existing RPs, LEACH and MODLEACH dependent on 

various parameters. Various tests are performed to contrast 

and LEACH and MODLEACH. From which the outcome 

demonstrates that the improved conventions expands organize 

lifetime when contrasted with LEACH and MODLEACH 

protocols [11]. 
 

Veronicah M. Mualuko, Peter K. Kihato and Vitalice Oduol 

[2017] This paper concentrated on planning a steering 

procedure that expanded the energy preservation of a WSN so 

as to protect the battery life. Three parameters were 

considered in settling on a choice for the course to be taken 

which were the sensor energy in joules, the measure of traffic 

in Erlang and the separation in meters required for a packet to 

be sent from the source to the destination node. The RP was 

based on fuzzy logic and ant colony optimization algorithm 

(FACO). FL was utilized to ascertain the all out hub cost to 
the entryway by considering the traffic load in the hub and the 

vitality of the hub. ACO was utilized to seek and set up the 

most limited course from source to goal SN which was 

assessed dependent on the briefest separation. The outcomes 

which were done on Matlab reenactment demonstrated 

improved execution in EC when contrasted with execution of 

ACO under similar conditions. This improved steering 

calculation can be utilized in modern applications utilizing 

WSN [12]. 

 

M. Okwori et al. [2016] This work explores the execution of 

two meta-heuristic algorithms (MHA), ACO and Firefly 
Algorithm (FA) on ideal course identification in a WSN 

directing administration framework. An adjusted ACO was 

utilized to scan for ideal courses between chosen sources and 

sink hubs, after which a created Discrete FA ran same pursuit. 

Execution of both was tried on sensor networks sent 

arbitrarily, in a clustered pattern lastly randomly-clustered. 

Evaluators utilized were energy spending plan of announced 

courses. Results demonstrate that FA was capable recognize 

courses with less expense than those distinguished by ACO for 

short courses while ACO performed better with longer 

courses. Considering the upgraded speed of execution of ACO 
in contrast with FA and the neighborhood look nature of FA, it 

would be helpful for future work to investigate a hybridized 

FA-ACO algorithm [13]. 

 

Ali Ghaffari [2014] In this paper, noval energy-efficient 

routing protocol (EERP) has been proposed for WSNs 

utilizing A-star algorithm. The proposed directing plan 

improves the system lifetime by sending information parcels 

by means of the ideal shortest path. The optimal path can be 

found concerning the most extreme lingering energy of the 

following jump SN, high connection quality, cradle 

inhabitance and least bounce tallies. Reenactment results 
demonstrate that the proposed plan improves organize lifetime 

in correlation with A-star and fuzzy logic (A&F) convention 

[14]. 

 

Ehsan Amiri et al [2014]   In this paper, we propose an 

optimal RP for WSN enlivened by the rummaging conduct of 

ants. The ants endeavor to discover existing ways between the 

source and BS. Moreover, we have consolidated this conduct 
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of ants with FL all together for the ants to settle on the best 

choice. At the end of the day, the FL is connected to utilize 

these ways ideal. Our algo utilizes the standards of the Fuzzy 
Ant Colony Optimization Routing (FACOR) to build up an 

appropriate issue arrangement. The execution of our routing 

calculation is assessed by Network Simulation2 (NS2). The 

reenactment outcomes demonstrate that our algo optimizes the 

EC sum, decline the quantity of directing solicitation bundles 

and increment the network’s lifetime in comparison with the 

original AODV. [15] 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

As wireless sensor technology improves; n expanding number 

of associations is utilizing it for a wide scope of purposes. 

This survey paper presents an overview of WSN. One of the 
significant criteria of WSN is energy efficiency. We have 

highlighted more term of the WSN. The above all aspects have 

been studied and advocated by various researchers and their 

work done have also been taken under deliberation. Still there 

are many influencing factors in the WSN to be resolved the 

problem of energy efficiency.  
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